Abstract-Millimeter-wave (MMW) imaging is a powerful tool for the detection of objects concealed under clothing. Several factors including different kinds of objects, variety of covering materials and their thickness, accurate imaging of near-field scattered data affect the success of detection. To practice with such considerations, this paper presents the two-dimensional (2D) images of different targets hidden under various fabric sheets. The W-band inverse synthetic aperture radar (ISAR) data of various target-covering situations are acquired and imaged by applying both the focusing operator based inversion algorithm and the spherical back-projection algorithm. Results of these algorithms are demonstrated and compared to each other to assess the performance of the MMW imaging in detecting the concealed objects of both metallic and dielectric types.
INTRODUCTION
in the MMW band (30-300 GHz) is nonionizing and safe to use and secondly it is able to penetrate through most dielectric materials as well as poor weather conditions such as smoke and fog [1] . High resolution imaging due to short wavelength usage can also be easily achieved in the MMW band. With these abilities, MMW imaging has been used in a variety of applications including target surveillance and precision target imaging for military purposes [2] ; safe aircraft landing [3] , highway traffic monitoring in fog [4] , remote sensing for civil applications [5] and concealed threat object detection for security concerns [6] . There are also some reported examples in the non-destructive testing field where the dielectric material defects are detected with the good penetration ability of MMW signals [7, 8] .
Among the MMW imaging practices, the detection of threat objects concealed under clothing has been one of the most studied applications as a result of increasing demand for defeating terrorism. For this purpose,various researchers have demonstrated both passive and active imaging systems [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . Passive imaging systems are based on the detection of natural radiation from the targets and reflection from the environment [9] [10] [11] [12] and hence mostly limited to outdoor missions. Besides, the lack of range information in the provided two-dimensional (2D) images puts an additional limit on the detection problem. On the other hand, active imaging systems [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] exploit various radar systems giving rise to indoor operation as well as sharp range resolving ability. Hence, the position and shape of the concealed objects can be attained from the produced threedimensional (3D) images. The active imaging, though, faces some challenges in fulfilling the vital requirements such as fast scanning of the whole body from all aspects and accurate imaging of the acquired near-field data. For this reason, various studies have been focused on the different scanning set-ups along with the consideration of the appropriate near-field reconstruction algorithms [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . In [21] , Sheen et al., originally adapted planar scanning aperture and 3D range migration algorithm (RMA) for imaging the human body. In a more recent work, this proposed scanning geometry and imaging was followed to investigate the effects of the system parameters such as different clothing materials, target orientations, aperture sizes and samplings on the imaging performance [22] . In [23] and [24] , the detection problem was investigated through 2D cylindrical scanning geometry which is the common practice for imaging the body from all aspects. Thanks to availability of its cylindrical formulation and also its computational efficiency, the RMA has been effectively used in these studies [28] . Although RMA seems to be the conventional imaging technique, it comes with a difficult implementation for the bistatic configuration [29] of which usage may be favorable to increase the detection capabilities. As an alternative, the back-projection algorithm that is directly applicable to any data collection geometry has been recently employed in a few studies of the concealed object detection problem [25] [26] [27] . In these studies, both the monostatic [25] and the bistatic [26] imaging performances were investigated for the cylindrical reconstruction surface.
In this paper, we investigate the performance of MMW imaging in detecting small (∼ 1 cm 3 ), metallic and dielectric targets as a contribution to the above-mentioned developments in concealed object detection. The detection performance for a real handgun target is also restudied for comparison purposes and to reveal the importance of target's physical properties on detection. The Wband, measured images of these targets are demonstrated for the 2D inverse synthetic aperture radar (ISAR) data collection geometry. Various factors; including radar system parameters, reconstruction of the target's reflectivity function and variety of covering materials and their thickness are addressed to comprehend their effects on an effective detection. Two different imaging algorithms namely; the focusing operator based [30] and the back-projection [31, 32] are employed to focus the wide-angle backscattering data. Issues regarding sampling requirements and resolution prediction for a full-aperture, i.e., 360 • collection geometry are also reviewed and presented to maintain the completeness.
The paper is organized as follows: Next section provides the theoretical formulation of the focusing operator based imaging and the back-projection based imaging algorithms. The critical parameters such as sampling, resolution and calibration are also covered in this section. In the third section, the experimental set-up is introduced and the constructed near-field MMW images of different concealed objects are presented. Concluding remarks and the assessment of this study are given in the final section.
2D MONOSTATIC MMW IMAGING SYSTEM
Although a feasible concealed object detection approach mostly necessities 3D imaging arrangement, our main focus in this study is to investigate the detection capabilities of the MMW imaging approach through the processing of 2D monostatic backscattering data from concealed objects of different types. The following formulation therefore assumes the one-dimensional (1D) circular receiving aperture case of the full cylindrical scanning geometry (see Fig. 1 ). As shown from the figure, a transceiver antenna that moves on a target-centered circle of radius R 0 transmits stepped-frequency waveforms at the uniform samples of the azimuth angle positions θ m . The illuminated target is considered to be composed of a number of independent point scatterers that are proportional to the scatterer reflectivity function ψ provided that the antenna's gain pattern is the same for all aspect measurement points of cylindrical configuration. Therefore, antenna's gain pattern is suppressed in the received field data. The projections of ψ onto the Cartesian and cylindrical coordinate image planes are denoted as ψ(x, y) and ψ(ρ, φ), respectively. Assuming that ψ is independent from aspect and frequency, the measured scattering parameter measured at a specific angle θ m for a point scatterer located at (x 0 , y 0 ) or (ρ 0 , φ 0 ) can be expressed as
where k r is the radial spatial frequency (wavenumber) defined for the two-way propagation as k r = 4πf /c, and R m is the range from the antenna location to the scatterer. The total scattering can then be found by integrating all the responses due to each scatterers under the weak-scattering and uniform illumination assumptions, which yields
For a non-uniform illumination, antenna's gain pattern should also be included in Eq. (2) as an amplitude weight.
Focusing Operator Based Imaging
To obtain a reflectivity image of the target, an integral resembling inverse transform can be applied to the collected 2D data S(k r , θ m ) with respect to k r and θ m , expressed as [30] 
where the range
is valid under the near-field conditions, and "exp(jk r R m )R 2 m k r " is the focusing operator that compensates the amplitude and the phase variations along the wave propagation path. Thus, a cylindrical representation of the reflectivity ψ can be estimated by numerically evaluating the integral in Eq. (3) for each location in the image. The result can then be mapped onto the Cartesian coordinates by using 2D interpolation procedures. For a N ρ N φ image points and a N kr N θm data matrix of frequency and angle samples, the computational cost of the method amounts to O(N ρ N φ N kr N θm ) excluding the computation time for interpolation. Since this technique is computationally inefficient due to lengthy numerical integration,we only use it to test the performances of other imaging algorithms in our concealed object detection problem.
Back-projection Based Imaging
Let's first consider the range profile of the target at a specific angle θ m which can be obtained by applying 1D inverse Fourier transform (IFT) to the spatial frequency data of Eq. (2) as follows
Eq. (4) is known as the circular Radon transform of the target's reflectivity function which physically explains that the received signal for a spherical wavefront radiation is actually an average (integral) of the planar reflectivity function along the arc of a circle with a radius r. Thus, obtaining an image of the reflectivity can be thought as the process of inverting this circular averaging operation. One approach for this task is to use the back-projection algorithm that employs the projection-slice theorem for inversion [31, 32] . Basically, the theorem for the 2D space states that 1D Fourier transform (FT) of the range profile at an angle θ represents the slice of the 2D FT of the target's reflectivity at the same angle [33] . Hence, denoting the 2D FT of the reflectivity by Ψ(k x , k y ), the theorem proves that S θ (k r ) should be equal to Ψ(k r , θ). In other words, the sampled representations of Ψ(k x , k y ) can be obtained from the FT of the projections S θ (k r ) measured at various azimuth aspects.
The derivation of the back-projection algorithm begins with considering the IFT expression of the reflectivity function ψ(x, y) given in Cartesian coordinates as follows
This equation can be modified to be written in the data collection coordinates (k r , θ m ) as follows
Using the principle of projection-slice theorem, Eq. (6) takes the form of
The bracketed integral in Eq. (7) can be regarded as the 1D IFT of a function
as the IFT of this function, Eq. (7) can be represented as
Eq. (8) is the final result of the back-projection algorithm which can be implemented for a stepped frequency waveform (SFW) transmission with the following steps:
Step 1: Pre-allocate an image matrix of zeros ψ(x, y) to hold the values of the target reflectivity.
Step 2: Multiply the acquired spatial frequency data S θm (k r ) with k r .
Step 3: Take 1D IFT of the result to obtain q θ m (r) which represents the filtered version of the range profile s θ m (r).
Step 4: Calculate the R m values of the each pixel location in the image and obtain its "R 2 m q θ m (R m )" value through any interpolation scheme.
Step 5: Add interpolated values to ψ(x, y).
Step 6: Repeat steps 2 thru 5 for the other observation angles θ m .
In this implementation, a zero padding operation can also be applied to the collected spatial frequency data S θ m (k r ) to facilitate the subsequent interpolation step in the range domain. Neglecting the operations for the generation of range profiles and interpolation process, the numerical complexity of the back-projection algorithm is found as O(N x N y N θm ) with N θm being the number of angle points and N x , N y being the number of image points in x and y direction, respectively. Comparing with the focusing operator based algorithm, it is seen that the back-projection possesses N f times lower operation with N f being the number of frequency sample points. This is due to the fact that in the back-projection algorithm, each measured 1D data (1 × N f ) of range profiles are back-projected onto the imaging area in a blockwise manner. Hence, it allows a vector-based processing of measured data whereas an element-wise processing is performed in the focusing operator based algorithm.
Sampling Requirements
The collection of backscattering data should also be taken into consideration for an effective imaging.
Under the SFW radar operation, the acquired data will give the frequency and angular domain samples of the backscattering signal. To avoid the loss of information in the reconstructed image, the sampling intervals used in these measurement directions of frequency f and azimuth angle θ should satisfy the Nyquist sampling criterion. Hence, the maximum allowable sampling interval in one domain can be determined by the extent in the transform domain. Assuming the target is confined within a hypothetical cylinder of radius ρ max , the sampling constraints for each measurement direction can then be calculated as explained in the following: As k r being the radial spatial frequency for the twoway propagation as previously defined, the frequency step constraint needed to fulfill the Nyquist criterion can be calculated as
where ∆k r is the radial spatial frequency step, R max is the spatial bandwidth of the observed distance in radial direction and ∆f is the frequency step.
To determine the maximum angular step for an alias-free reconstruction, let us first obtain the instantaneous angular spatial frequency of the signal S θm (k r ) given in Eq. (2) via
Assuming that the target has an isotropic scattering over the 360 • extent, the maximum and minimum values of k θ m occurs at
which yields a spectral bandwidth of
This bandwidth has its maximum value for f = f max and ρ = ρ max . Hence,the angular resolution step satisfying the Nyquist criterion for this worst case condition can be determined as
Comparing the results given in Eq. (9) and Eq. (13), it is important to note that although the frequency step is solely depending on the target size, the angular step should be decreased when the operating frequency is increased.
Resolutions
Based on the basic Fourier analysis, the spatial resolutions in the resulting 2D reflectivity images are determined by the extent of the data support region in the spatial frequency domain. Hence, they depend on the frequency bandwidth, the center frequency and the extent of the synthetic aperture. Besides, the traditional resolution formulas are usually defined according to a separable 2D coordinate system assuming that the support region is nearly in rectangular shape. These formulas, however, lose their validity for wide-angle data collections in which the range and cross-range resolutions are not essentially independent. In that case, the image resolutions should be deduced by approximations. One simple approach for predicting these resolutions is given in [34] that is based on the numerical calculation of the point spread function (PSF). The approach can be explained as follows: i. Obtain and normalize the amplitude of the PSF image for an appropriate set of (k r , θ m ) values. ii. Determine the number of pixels exceeding the desired resolution threshold value of say −4 dB. iii. Multiply the number of pixels by the single pixel area. The result will then give the resolution cell area (RCA) of the image which can be used as a metric for the resolution calculation.
Calibration Procedure
Calibration should be done to account for the delay time of the measurement set-up and unwanted echo signal as well as to compensate all the losses inherent to the radar, transmission waveguides and antennas.The calibration procedure adapted in this paper involves the background subtraction process which can be implemented through the following steps:
i. Referring to the geometry given in Fig. 1, place a metallic sphere at the origin of the imaging coordinates and measure the far-field scattering data of the sphere S sph (f ) for an arbitrary azimuth aspect angle. This reference signal can be assumed as constant for all the other measurement angles due to the sphere's rotationally symmetric backscattering feature. ii. Measure the backscattered data of the background S bck (f ) and the target S tar (f ) for each viewing angle and obtain the corresponding complex I/Q data S(f ) given by
where S ana sph (f ) denotes the analytical solution for the backscattering amplitude of the sphere. The acquired calibrated data S(f ) should also be multiplied by exp(jk r R 0 ) to shift the origin of the range axis to the antenna location as assumed in the formulations of the imaging algorithms given in Subsections 2.1 and 2.2.
IMAGING RESULTS

Point Spread Function (PSF)
PSF of an imaging system is the image produced by applying a reconstruction algorithm to the return of a single point scatterer located at the origin of the coordinate system. PSFs can be used in evaluating the resolution and sidelobe metrics of the images resulting from the different data collection geometries, radar parameters and processing algorithms [35] . For this purpose, the PSFs of the MMW imaging system were examined for two different data collections that were considered in the conducted experiments of our study.
For the first collection, an angular span of θ = 0 • to 360 • with 361 sampling points and a frequency range of f = 80 to 100 GHz with 256 sampling points were assumed. The distance of the monostatic antenna from the origin was selected as 1.3 m and the maximum radius of the imaging area was set to 4 cm by considering the sampling constraints given in Subsection 2.3. The results for the focusing operator based and the back-projection based imaging algorithms are shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), respectively. Comparing the figures, the sidelobe levels of the two images are shown to be nearly identical. As a quantitative analysis of the resolutions, the procedure explained in Subsection 2.4 was applied and the −4 dB RCAs of the images given in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) were found to be equal to 0.3936 mm 2 .
For the second situation, an angular span of θ = 0 • to 360 • with 1441 sampling points and a frequency range of f = 80 to 90 GHz with 256 sampling points were considered. The antenna distance was again chosen as 1.3 m. To avoid aliasing, the maximum radius of the imaging area ρ max was calculated according to Eq. (13) and found as ρ max = λ min /(4 × ∆θ) =0.19 m. The resulted PSF images for the two algorithms are shown in Fig. 3 . When the images are visually compared, it is recognized that the back-projection algorithm yields relatively less sidelobe amplitudes mainly due to the zero-padding operation of the collected spatial-frequency data. Furthermore, the RCAs of the focusing operator and the back-projection results were calculated to be 78.73 and 9.84 mm 2 , respectively. This resolution difference can be attributed to the fact that the 2D reformatting procedure of the focusing operator technique produces various levels of noise which in turn results in a poor resolution image. Hence, the back-projection processing provides also better resolved images for this particular data collection. 
Experimental Results
The following experiments were conducted within the anechoic chamber of the International Laboratory for High Technologies (ILHT ) at Scientific and Research Council of Turkey-Marmara Research Center(TUBITAK-MRC).
The circular scanning geometry of Fig. 1 was equivalently realized by rotating the targets placed on a turn table. Therefore, the geometry provides ISAR set-up. In all measurements, two circular horn antennas were used in a quasimonostatic configuration and the distance of the midpoint of the antennas to the coordinate origin was kept fixed at a value of 1.3 m. Additionally, all collected data were calibrated according to the procedure explained in Subsection 2.4 and imaged by an application of both focusing operator and back-projection based algorithms for comparison reasons.
Experiment 1: Imaging Cube Targets
The objective of this experiment was to test the capabilities and limitations of the MMW imaging for various kinds and sizes of the cube target concealed underneath different fabric types. The selected targets were to be the 2 cm 3 metal cube, the 1 cm 3 metal cube and the 1 cm 3 teflon cube with a dielectric constant of 2.1. Two different types of fabrics; one being the 100% cotton (will be denoted by COTT afterwards) and one being the 100% polyester (will be denoted by POLY from now on) were used during the measurements. The measured electric permittivities of these fabrics are listed in Table 1 . A series of measurements were then carried out for various targetfabric combinations as listed in the scenarios at Table 2 . The frequency range was altered from 80 to 100 GHz and the angular span was chosen from 0 • to 360 • throughout the measurements. Taking the target encircling radius as √ 2 cm, the corresponding frequency/aspect sampling requirements were calculated according to Eqs. (9) and (13) such that the minimum numbers of frequency and angle measurements were found to be N f ≥ 176 and N θ ≥ 119, respectively. Based on these calculations, the number of frequency and aspect sampling points employed in the experiment was chosen to be N f = 256 and N θ = 361, respectively. Previous PSF results of this data collection provide the RCAs of the reconstructed images to be predicted around 0.3936 mm 2 . Figure 4 shows the imaging results of the 2 cm 3 metal cube for the fabric cases listed in Scenario 1 of 
layers of POLY
image reconstruction performance, both the focusing operator and the back-projection based imaging results are given in Figs. 4(a) and (b), respectively. When these results are visually compared, it is clearly seen that both algorithms yield very similar images of target reflectivity. To evaluate the MMW detection performance, the row images given in either Fig. 4(a) or 4(b) can be examined to reveal the following observations: i. The cube is easily identified in its true shape and size for the "no cover" case. The subsequent images show some minor or major degradation with respect to this reference image. ii. Comparing the image for "3 layers of COTT "with the image for "1 layer of COTT ", it is shown that the thickness of the fabric adversely affects the success of detection, as expected. iii. It is shown from the images for "3 layers of COTT " and "3 layers of POLY " that the POLY result has less degradation than COTT result although the thickness of the fabrics are the same in both cases.This asserts that detection through higher electric permittivity materials (i.e., COTT ) is more difficult than that of lower permittivity (i.e., POLY ) materials.
It is also worth noting that targets with flat surfaces such as the current cube targets reflect dominant energy when their surfaces are normal to the illumination direction. The results demonstrate that detection of such targets becomes more difficult especially when this mechanism is altered through the usage of dielectric fabrics with low transmission properties. It is also beneficial to note that the center of the cube in the images for "1 layer of COTT" is shown to be displaced from the imaging center and also to have a different orientation with respect to other measurements. This is one example of our positioning errors which may be encountered also within the images of the subsequent measurements. In those cases, the cube was slightly moved and/or rotated from its true position when a covering layer was put on. This displacement however, does not constitute any problem to our detection task since the scattering data of our measurements cover an angular aperture of 360 • thereby being independent from the target's orientation.
The results for Scenario 2 measurements of the 1 cm 3 metal cube are obtained as shown in Fig. 5 . As observed from Figs. 5(a) and 5(b), both imaging algorithms yield similar images again. To characterize the effects of different covering cases, the image for the "no cover" case is taken as the reference wherein the shape and size of the cube is clearly identified. It is readily recognized that there are a lot of discrepancies between this reference image and the image for "1 layer of COTT ". This is again due to the relatively high electric permittivity of the COTT material. On the other hand, the images for "1 layer of POLY " and "3 layers of POLY " result in relatively good agreement with the reference image which again demonstrates that as covering gets thicker, the detection tends to be more difficult.
The imaging results of the 1 cm 3 teflon cube for the Scenario 3 coverings are shown in Fig. 6 . Both imaging algorithms produce nearly identical images again as depicted in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b). It is observed from these images that the reflected energy is dispersed through the azimuth angles and the exact shape of the cube is not truly obtained. For the "no cover" case; however, this dispersion is seen to be concentrated at the corners of the cube in a uniform reflection pattern. This regularity of the reflection can also be somewhat observed in the images for "1 layer of POLY " since this covering combination provides relatively good transmission of the electromagnetic wave. But, this reflection mechanism is seen to be considerably different for the other coverings of "1 layer of COTT " and "3 layers of POLY " whose images show random scattering features. From these results, it can be concluded that although small dielectric objects can be detected even underneath thick clothes, it may not be generally possible to infer their shapes from the resultant MMW images.
Experiment 2: Imaging a Handgun
In this experiment, a metallic handgun was used to test the imaging system performance of a real threatening target for different covering situations as listed in Table 3 . In addition to the COTT and POLY covers, a winter coat (%70 cotton and %30 polyester) was also utilized in this experiment. Fig. 7 shows some photographs of the measurement set-up and the handgun under this winter coat. Assuming the object can be confined into a circle with a radius of 19 cm and considering the sampling requirements, a frequency span of 80 GHz to 90 GHz with 256 stepped frequencies and an angular span of 0 • to 360 • with 1441 discrete measurement points were used throughout the experiment. From the previous PSF analysis for this data collection, the RCAs for the focusing operator and back-projection based reconstruction were expected to be 78.73 and 9.84 mm 2 , respectively.
The imaging results for corresponding covering situation are shown in Fig. 8 . Comparing the focusing-operator results given in Fig. 8(a) with the back-projection results given in Fig. 8(b) , the gun's overall shape and dominant scattering features are more clearly displayed via the latter images. Thus, the back-projection Table 3 .
Target and coverings used in the measurements of Experiment 2. has produced, in this case, better quality images than the focusingoperator based reconstruction in terms of the resolution and the quality of scattering centers. This visual interpretation is also consistent with the estimated RCA values of these algorithms. Yet, each imaging result given in Fig. 8 is shown to be sufficient to effectively detect and identify the handgun for the investigated covering situation. Besides, a minor degradation is recognizable in the images of the handgun for the winter coat case; demonstrating the fact that the coarseness of the clothing may limit the reliable identification of threat objects.
CONCLUSION
In this work, the concealed object detection problem was investigated through MMW 2D imaging experiments conducted within an anechoic chamber. To test the high penetration and high resolution ability of MMW imaging, the wide-band monostatic backscattering data from various types of targets concealed under different textile fabrics were collected with the help of an ISAR scanning set-up. The sampling requirements for the full aperture data collection geometry and the calibration process were both treated carefully to be able to obtain a successful image. A modified near-field back-projection imaging algorithm was used to reconstruct the images. The results of a straightforward reconstruction algorithm called the focusing operator based technique were also provided to characterize and compare the performance of the chosen algorithm.
The obtained results have shown to demonstrate the capability of the MMW imaging in producing the high resolution and efficient images of metallic small cube (1 cm 3 and 2 cm 3 ) and a handgun targets under different kinds of clothing. From the results, it was observed that the size of these metallic objects and the structural properties (i.e., electric permittivity) and the coarseness of the corresponding coverings all have an influence on the successful detection. Furthermore, the detection becomes more difficult when the size of the investigated target gets smaller. The detection performance is also shown to be inversely proportional with the thickness and the electric permittivity value of the camouflage material.
On the other hand, the images of a dielectric small cube (1 cm 3 ) target under a cover material of moderate complexity (i.e., low electric permittivity) showed that it may be difficult to retrieve the exact shapes of this kind of objects by using the MMW band imagery. Besides, it was shown that their detection can be still achievable from the difference of contrast that is clearly visible in the produced images.
Finally, the results showed that, the back-projection algorithm that can be applicable to arbitrary data collection geometry is able to produce effective imaging of the concealed objects. Hence, the algorithm may be used as an alternative imaging technique to the RMA for bistatic data collections wherein the implementation of the widely utilized RMA becomes very difficult.
